Abstract-This study investigated the relationship between temperature elevation and spatial-average SAR (specific absorption rate) in a head model of a Japanese male due to a dipole antenna. The frequencies considered are in the range between 800 MHz and 3 GHz, which are used in wireless communications. Our attention focuses on the average mass of SAR which maximizes the correlation with local temperature elevation. Computational results suggested that an appropriate averaging mass of SAR did not exist over wide frequencies, which was attributed to the frequency-dependent penetration depth of electromagnetic waves. For most cases considered in this study the SAR averaging over 10 g was better than that for 1-g from the standpoint of correlating the temperature elevation. The dominant factor influencing this averaging mass is the thermal diffusion length which largely depends on the blood perfusion rate. Additionally, the heat evolved in the pinna played an important role in the correlation between spatialaverage SAR and temperature elevation.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been increasing public concern about the adverse health effect due to electromagnetic (EM) waves. Therefore, public organizations over the world have been regulating safety guidelines/standards for human protection from EM wave (e.g., [1, 2] ). Peak spatial-average SAR (specific absorption rate) is used as a metric for RF localized exposures. Many researchers have been investigated the human-antenna interactions with this metric [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, physiological effects and damage to humans due to microwave energy would be induced by temperature elevation. It has been reported that a temperature elevation 0.2 K-0.3 K in hypothalamus leads to altered thermoregulatory behavior [11] . A temperature elevation of 4.5 K in the brain has been noted to be an allowable limit, which does not lead to any physiological damage for exposures of more than 30 minutes [12] . The threshold temperature of the pricking pain in the skin is 45 K, corresponding to the temperature elevation of 10-15 K [13] . There are/were several differences of spatial-average mass and scheme for calculating peak spatial-average SAR in different guidelines/standards, although their scientific rationale should be identical.
A recent notable trend in the international guidelines/standards is that a mass for spatially averaging SAR would be harmonizing to 10 g since the averaging mass prescribed in the IEEE standard [2] has been changed from 1 g to 10 g. One of the rationales for this revision is based on the temperature elevation in the brain and eye lens, which has been computed with anatomically-based head models. For handset antennas, several groups have calculated the temperature elevation in anatomically-based human head model due to handset antennas [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Among others, we have attempted to correlate peak temperature elevations with peak spatial-average SAR [18, 21] . Then, we found that the SAR averaging mass of 10 g would be better than 1 g to correlate with local temperature elevation. This finding was explained in terms of heat diffusion length, which was roughly derived on the basis of Green's function for the bioheat equation [21] . In these studies, our attention focused on the correlation between peak temperature elevation and peak spatial-average SAR only, since the latter is a metric prescribed in the guidelines/standards. Until recently, little attention has been paid to spatial-average SAR and temperature elevation over the whole head/body. The positions of peak SAR and peak temperature elevation, however, do not always coincide with each other [18] . Also note that a position where peak spatial-average SAR appears depends on the averaging mass [22] .
Bit-Babik et al. [23] investigated the effect of mass for spatialaverage SAR on the correlation with temperature elevation for exposure to plane wave in the frequency between 30 MHz and 1 GHz. From the aspect of the correlation with temperature elevation, the SAR averaging mass of 5-10 g was found to be reasonable over a wide frequency band. However, the dominant factor influencing heat diffusion length is known to be the blood perfusion rate of biological tissues [21] . Additionally, the far-field source was considered in that study, although spatial-average SAR is a metric to protect humans from near-field exposures [1, 2] . Thus, it is worth re-examining the finding by Bit-Babik [23] for RF near -field exposure in the head tissue, while their investigation is informative as fundamental discussion. At the same time, we have reported the correlation between spatialaverage SAR and temperature elevation over the whole head due to a dipole antenna from 800 MHz to 3 GHz [24] . Then, we have shown that the SAR averaging mass of 10 g is better than 1 g, as is the same when considering the correlation between peak SAR and peak temperature elevation only [21] .
For further clarifying the rationale of SAR averaging mass prescribed in guidelines/standards, in this study, we investigated the effect of SAR averaging mass on the correlation with temperature elevation in the head due to a dipole antenna. The SAR-temperature elevation correlation was investigated statistically for all the voxels in the whole head. The frequencies considered are in the range of 800 MHz to 3 GHz, which is used in conventional wireless communications. Note that 3 GHz is the upper frequency where peak spatial-average SAR is applicable for RF near-field exposures in the IEEE standard [2] .
MODEL AND METHODS

Human Head Model
An anatomically-based head model developed at Nagoya Institute of Technology [25] was used in this study. This model is comprised of 17 tissues, including bone (skull), muscle, skin, fat, white matter, grey matter, cerebellum, and blood. The resolution of this model is 2 mm. The width, depth, and height of this model are 202 mm, 210 mm, and 228 mm.
FDTD Method
The FDTD (finite-difference time-domain) method [26] is used for investigating electromagnetic interaction between the human head model and a dipole antenna. The side length of the cell is 2 mm, which matches the resolution of the head model. The electrical constants of the tissues are determined with a 4-Cole-Cole extrapolation [27] . For geometries in which wave-object interaction proceeds in the open region, the computational space has to be truncated by absorbing boundaries. In this study, a 12-layered PML with a parabolic profile has been considered [26, 28] . A twelve-component approach is used to get the electric fields used for SAR calculation [29] .
Source and Exposure Scenario
The frequencies considered are 800 MHz, 1.5 GHz, 2 GHz, and 3 GHz. The diameter of the dipole antenna is 1.0 mm. The length of the antenna is 174, 90, 66, and 46 mm for 800 MHz, 1.5 GHz, 2 GHz, and 3 GHz, respectively. The feeding scheme proposed in [30] was used. The position of the antenna relative to the head model is given in Figure 1 . The separation between the feeding point and the edge of right pinna is 12 mm. 
SAR Calculation and Basic Theory
For harmonically varying EM fields, the SAR is defined as
where E is the peak values of electric-field components, σ and ρ are the conductivity and mass density of the tissue. For calculating spatialaverage SAR, an algorithm specified in the IEEE guidelines [30] is used. The shape of the volume is a cube, and special attention is paid to treating air and pinna.
Temperature Calculation
The temperature in the human body is calculated by solving a wellknown bioheat equation [32] . The SAR calculated with the FDTD method is used as the heat source. The bioheat equation, which takes into account the heat exchange mechanisms such as heat conduction, blood perfusion, and EM heating, is represented by the following equation:
where T is the temperature of the tissue, T b the temperature of the blood, K the thermal conductivity of the tissue, C the specific heat of the tissue, Q the metabolic heat generation, and B the term associated with blood perfusion. Also note that r and t denotes the position vector and time.
The temperature elevation due to handset antennas can be considered as sufficiently small not to activate the thermoregulatory response; including the increase of local blood flow and the activation of sweating mechanism. The limit in the safety guidelines/standards is regulated so that temperature elevations do not exceed 1 K. Thus, this response is neglected in our study. Additionally, the blood temperature is assumed to be spatially and timely constant, since the EM power absorption due to antennas (output power of less than 1 W) is much smaller than the metabolic heat generation of adult (∼ 100 W), resulting in a marginal body-core temperature elevation. Then, the Equation (2) is simplified as the following equation:
Next, the boundary condition for Equation (1) is given by
where H, T s , and T e denote, respectively, the heat transfer coefficient, the surface temperature of the tissue, and the temperature of the air. The last term SW represents the sweating effect, which we assume can be neglected in this study, since the temperature elevation due to handset is sufficiently small to activate the sweating response. The temperature elevation in the human model due to EM waves gets saturated or becomes maximal at the thermally steady state. For this reason, the temperature elevation at the thermally steady state is considered in this paper, corresponding to the worst-case evaluation. Equations (3) and (4) are reduced to the following equations at the thermally steady state:
where δT (r) is the temperature elevation of tissue. Equation (5) is a linear differential equation subject to the boundary condition (6).
The Equation (3) with the boundary condition (4) means that the temperature elevation and SAR distributions do not correspond to each other. However, from Equations (5) and (6), the temperature elevation at the thermally steady state is linear in terms of the output power of the antenna, or the SAR amplitude. Note that it takes 30 minutes or more till the temperature elevation gets saturated. It is also noteworthy that Q and C do not influence the temperature elevation at the thermally steady state from these equations. From equations of (5) and (6), the steady-state temperature elevation is given by the following equation [21] :
where G is Green's function. In biological tissues, the dominant parameter influencing this function is revealed to be the blood perfusion rate. A detailed discussion on this function is given in our previous study [21] . Equation (7) suggests that the temperature elevation would be mainly governed by the SAR distribution and blood perfusion rate of tissues. The thermal parameters used in this study are given in Table 1 , which is the same as in [18] . They are borrowed from [16, 33] . The heat transfer coefficient between the model surface and air was set to 5 Wm −2 K −1 , which is the typical value at the room temperature of 23 • C [34] . Samaras et al. [35] pointed out the weakness of boundary condition for the bioheat equation when applied to the human model with the stair-casing approximation. Recently, an improved algorithm for reducing computational error has been proposed by Neufeld et al. [36] . Such an algorithm would be essential when calculating the temperature itself. However, that error does not influence temperature elevation so much as shown in Wang and Fujiwara [13] , e.g., due to the linearity of bioheat equation at the thermally steady state. Thus we used the conventional formula given in this section. Note that the difference in the heat transfer coefficients reported in previous studies is comparable to or larger than the above-mentioned uncertainty (summarized in [34] ).
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We calculated the temperature elevation and spatial-average SAR in the head model. The frequencies considered are 800 MHz and 3 GHz in this discussion. The spatial-average SAR was calculated on the basis of the IEEE standard [2] . We considered the relationship between spatial-average SAR and temperature elevation at the datum point of average SAR. We chose two averaging masses as 1 g and 10 g. Note that the mass of 1 g corresponds to the value prescribed in the previous IEEE standard [37] , and 10 g to that in the ICNIRP guidelines [1] and the revised IEEE standard [2] . Since we choose the shape of the averaging volume as a cube, its side length is approximately 2 mm, 10 mm, and 22 mm, respectively, assuming that the mass density is uniform at 1000 kg m −3 . Note that the side length of averaging volume in the actual situation is somewhat different from the above values due to the heterogeneity of tissue (or different mass density), the curvature of the model, and a unique averaging algorithm prescribed in the IEEE standard [31] . The ratio of ∆T/SAR avg is called the heating factor in the following discussion. Figure 2 illustrates the heating factor for (a) voxel SAR and SAR averaged over (b) 1 g and (c) 10 g on the horizontal cross section across the ear canal. As seen from Figure 2 , the larger the SAR averaging mass is, the smoother the heating factor distribution is. Note that (a) (b) the heating factor distribution is determined by the balance of average SAR and temperature elevation distributions. The SAR distribution is known to be not so smooth due to different conductivity in different tissues (e.g., [38, 39] ). This is mainly attributed to the difference of water content: the higher the water content of tissue, the higher the conductivity of tissue becomes [34] . The SAR averaging over specific mass, on the other hand, is known to be smooth [40] . The temperature elevation distribution due to microwave energy is rather smooth due to heat diffusion (e.g., [13, 18] ). Thus, an appropriate mass for averaging SAR would not be estimated in a straightforward manner. From the same figure, a higher heating factor is observed not at the surface of the head but in the interior part of the head. Tissues at corresponding parts are mainly the bone or fat. The conductivity of these tissues is small, resulting in small SAR (see Equation (1)). In addition to this, temperature elevation becomes relatively large due to the heat diffused from the head surface and/or the pinna where EM power absorption is concentrated. A lower heating factor is observed in the brain than in the other part. The main reason for this would be its large blood perfusion rate, as suggested in [21] and [24] . In order to definitely confirm this, 1-g and 10-g average SARs versus temperature elevation are plotted in Figure 3 on a logarithmic scale. The frequency is 800 MHz. Note that we have plotted for voxels whose average SAR is larger than the corresponding peak value multiplied by one hundredth. This is because computational accuracy may not be reliable for a small SAR value. Additionally, small temperature elevation is not essential for human protection against EM wave exposure. As seen from Figure 3 , a significant difference in the plots between the brain and other tissues was found for the averaging mass of 1 g. A similar tendency was also observed for the average mass of 10 g, but the plots are relatively converged. Note that the heat capacity and heat conductivity of tissues do not influence temperature elevation [18] . Thus, it is suggested that the blood perfusion rate is one of the dominant factors influencing the correlation with average SAR and temperature elevation. Except for the brain plots, a reasonable correlation is found between spatial-average SARs and temperature elevation for the other tissues.
Based on the above fundamental characteristics, the effect of averaging mass on the correlation of spatial-average SAR and temperature elevation was evaluated by the method of least square, assuming that the relation between temperature elevation and spatialaverage SAR is linear. The rationale for this assumption is that Maxwell's equation and steady-state bioheat equation are linear. The intercept is chosen as nonexistent as no temperature elevates without EM exposure. The coefficient of determination was used as a measure to evaluate the correlation. The less the calculated values depart from the regression line, the closer to unity the coefficient of determination is. Note that the SAR in the center of the head and the other side from the antenna is extremely small and does not reach acceptable computational accuracy due to the frequency-dependent penetration depth of EM waves. For this reason, we define two thresholds as compared with peak voxel SAR in the head excluding the pinna: i) one hundredth and ii) 1/e or EM penetration depth.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the influence of averaging mass on the correlation for the cases i) and ii), respectively. As seen from Figure 4 (a), the coefficient of determination took a maximum in the range of 15-30 g for the frequency below 2 GHz. On the other hand, the appropriate average mass at 3 GHz decreases to 8 g at 3 GHz. This difference was explained in terms of Equation (7) . The temperature elevation at a specific position is mainly determined by the SAR and blood perfusion rate around there. As presented in [20] , the heat evolved diffuses up to a few centimeters or more. Assuming that the averaging shape is a cube, the side length of averaging volume should be larger than a few centimeters at least. However, due to the concentration of SAR distribution at higher frequencies, an appropriate averaging mass would decrease with the increase of the frequency of EM waves. From Figure 4(b) , the heating factor becomes large with the increase of SAR averaging mass. The region in which EM energy is not much penetrated is included for large average volume, resulting in a larger heating factor. The heating factor also depends on the frequency. Different EM frequencies result in different SAR distribution or penetration depth. Now we consider the correlation between spatial-average SAR and temperature elevation for voxels whose SAR is larger than one hundredth of the peak value. The number of each tissue included for consideration is different for different frequencies of EM waves. The energy deposited in the pinna is also influenced by the frequency of EM waves.
Comparing Figures 4(a) and 5(a), a different tendency was observed. The coefficient of determination for case (ii) is smaller than that for case (i). In case (ii), main peak appears at around 50 g for frequencies below 3 GHz, or shifted to larger averaging mass as compared to case (i). We observe that this difference was caused by the EM energy deposited in the pinna due for the following reason. When the antenna is located in close proximity to the head, much energy is deposited around the pinna. Note that the pinna is not included in the SAR averaging procedures in the IEEE standard [31] . The heat evolved in the human tissues can diffuse up to a few centimeters. Thus, the EM energy in the pinna affects the temperature elevation in the remaining part of the head. From Figures 4(b) and 5(b) , the heating factors for case (ii) are larger than those for case (i). In case (ii), the region considered is limited to that around the pinna due to the precondition. Then, the effect of heat diffused from the pinna would be larger than that for case (i). From this figure, somewhat different results would be expected for other body parts, due to different blood perfusion rate and curvature of body model. This is the main reason for the difference of average mass between our results and Bit-Babik et al. [23] .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
This study investigated the relationship between temperature elevation and spatial-average SAR (specific absorption rate) in a head model of a Japanese male due to a dipole antenna in the frequency from 800 MHz to 3 GHz. 3 GHz is the upper frequency where peak spatial-average SAR is applicable for RF near-field exposures in the IEEE standard [2] . Our attention focused on the average mass of SAR which maximizes the correlation with local temperature elevation over the head. The rationale for this investigation was that temperature elevation was the dominant factor inducing physiological response due to EM energy. Thus, the spatial-average SAR, which is a metric for human protection, should correlate with temperature elevation.
Computational results did not suggest that an appropriate average mass of SAR exist over wide frequencies. The main reason for this was that the effect of blood perfusion rate of tissues on the correlation was significant. Added to this, the SAR distribution depended on the frequency. However, for the cases considered in this study, 10-g SAR was better than 1-g for correlating the temperature elevation. This is attributed to the heat diffusion length, as can be seen from our previous study [21] . For other body parts, somewhat different results would be expected due to different blood perfusion rate and curvature of body model. This is the main reason for the difference between our results and Bit-Babik et al. [23] .
In a future work, we will increase the frequency of EM waves to 10 GHz, which is the upper frequency of spatial-average SAR prescribed in the ICNIRP guidelines [1] .
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